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Surface Charging of the Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer
Fabrice Cipriani, David Rodgers and Alain Hilgers

Abstract— The ES A/JUICE mission will perform in situ and
remote sensing measurements of Jupiter’s magnetosphere and
the Galilean moons environment at the horizon 2030. The
spacecraft design includes large S olar Arrays to provide the
required power to the platform and payloads. The spacecraft will
experience in a large extent Jupiter’s middle Magnetosphere
environment in the equatorial region, where it will encounter a
large range of plasma parameters. In this paper we provide an
estimate of JUICE surface charging levels in various conditions,
with an emphasis on worst case charging. This allows us to set
important constrains for the platform design on the one hand,
and to set-up boundary con ditions allowing to assess the platform
electrostatic cleanliness for payloads accommodation and
performances optimization, on the other hand.

11, Voyager 1 and 2, Galileo), and by ground and space based
observations (e.g. HST/ STIS). However due to its huge spatial
scale, the interactions of the moons with the magnetosphere
(including co mp lex chemistry at the moons’ surfaces), the fast
Jupiter rotation period and Jupiter’s strong magnetic field,
much more data are needed to improve the consistency of the
current models. Building a reasonable charging model based
on actual plasma parameters for this environment is entailed
with large uncertainties.
Jupiter’s charging environment has been covered in previous
papers e.g. [1, 2], and a review prov ided in [3], in the
perspective of the NASA JUNO mission. The so called GIRE
model[7], based on Pioneer, Voyager, and later Galileo data
form a reference model covering the whole energy range, fro m
the cold plas ma co mponents (mu ltispecies, a few tens of eV),
to the energetic particles (up several hundred of MeV),
through the warm/ intermediate plasma (keV to tens of keV).
The JOSE model[8] has also been developed in Europe to
provide a capability fo r radiation dose estimates in Jupiter
environment. Ho wever cold and intermed iate plasmas ranges
are excluded fro m this model, preventing its use for surface
charging purposes at Jupiter.
Estimates of densities and temperatures for e.g. cold electrons
in Jupiter’s plas ma sheet can be found in the literature (for
instance see [5, 6]), with values varying from around 100cm-3
/ 20eV at Europa’s orbit to 0.1cm-3 / 100eV at Callisto’s orbit
(see parameters in Tables I, II, and III for the ranges and
particles populations), wh ile cold ions temperatures are less
well described (due to lack of data and measurements
uncertainties !). Ho wever such parameters are sufficient to
estimate the charging levels of the JUICE platfo rm in Jupiter
magnetosphere at the moons orbits.
While JUICE will spend a significant portion of its mission
time around Ganymede or in Jupiter magnetosphere close to
Ganymede orb it, it is critical to our analysis to consider the
occurrence of energetic auroral electrons in those regions. A
reference work based on optical (UV and IR) observations of
jovian aurorae and Galileo/EPD data has served as mean to
estimate flu xes of (keV) electrons reaching the equatorial
regions of interest (typically between 15 and 25 Rj). Such
populations have been described using both Maxwellian and
Kappa models fitting the observations[2]. That work, although
not directly linked, is in accordance with an extensive study
based on Galileo/EPD data on the structuring of the energetic
electron environment at Jupiter [4], describing currents
circulat ion between Jupiter’s high lat itudes regions and the
mapped equatorial regions of interest between roughly 12 Rj
and 30Rj. Those regions are critical for JUICE surface
charging and associated electrostatic discharges (ESD) risk
analysis.

Keywords— Surface charging; Jupiter’s Magnetosphere; Icy
Moons; Numerical Simulations; Solar Panels; Electrostatic
Discharge Risk; JUICE

I.

INT RODUCT ION

The ESA JUICE (JUpiter ICy moons Exp lorer) mission is a 3
axis stabilized spacecraft, whose arrival at Jupiter (Jupiter’s
orbit insertion) is foreseen in July 2030. During the 3 years
mission duration the spacecraft will spend about 60% o f its
time in the equatorial region of Jupiter middle magnetosphere
between roughly 9 and 50Rj (1Rj=1Jupiter radius =
74000km). Large area (100m2 ) Solar Panels have been
designed to provide power to the p latform and instruments,
which represents a technical challenge and requests a thorough
ESD risk analysis.
In this paper we first quickly review the environments
parameters that we have used for JUICE surface charging
levels predictions (part II). In part III we describe the
spacecraft geometry implemented and in part IV, we provide
estimates of JUICE charging levels in Jupiter Magnetosphere
at the orbit of each visited Moon. In part V, we address worst
case charging scenarios, for typical spacecraft locations
between 15 and 30Rj (Ganymede and Callisto), where JUICE
will encounter energetic (auroral) electrons populations. In
part VI we also compare charg ing levels obtained in JUICE
environments with that experienced by Geostationary
spacecrafts, before to conclude.
II.

JUPIT ER ENVIRONMENT FOR JUICE

A. Overview of the JUICE Mission related environments
Jupiter’s Magnetosphere and the embedded Galilean moons
environments have been studied since decades based on the
wealth of data returned by Nasa missions (e.g. Pioneer 10 and
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Plasma Parame te rs

The equatorial reg ion close to Europa is somehow less well
described and no worst case charging model has been
established to date. However, hot electrons populations (tens
of keV range with lo w densities) can be derived fro m
Galileo/EPD observations (e.g. [15]). This point is discussed
to some extent in section B.2.b.

Cold

15 to 80

1000 a

N+ (avg amu = 13.9)

H+

15 a to 350

30000 a

T e (eV)
Ions(cm -3 )
T i (eV)
Drift
(km/s)

Although the JUICE p latform might experience large negative
absolute potentials sporadically in those regions, it will most
of the time encounter the following types of environments:
1) Jupiter equatorial plasma sheet (with both radial and
longitudinal variab ility of the plasma parameters)
with magnetic equator transitions due to Jupiter fast
rotation period.
2) Ganymede, Callisto, and Europa close environments
3) Up to 30˚ latitudes in the middle magnetosphere

Warm/Hot

a

velocity

158
a.

TABLE II.

AT 9 RJ (EUROPA’ S ORBIT)
Plasma Parame te rs

Electrons(cm-3)
T e (eV)
-3

The present study is primarily driven by the need to assess
worst case charging levels for platform safety purposes,
however we also briefly provide some estimate of the platform
surface potentials at the moons orbits.

Cold

Warm/Hot

20 to 90 b

1 to 5

20 – 60

200 to 1000

+

Ions(cm )

O

T i (eV)

300

Drift
(km/s)

H+ / O+c
30000 b / 1500 c

velocity

110km/s
b.

B. Environments Inputs for Charging Simulations

c.

In this paper we do not address the charging estimates of
JUICE in the moons close environments. Each of those
deserve a full analysis, and one also has to consider that the
environment parameters at the Galilean moons are even less
well known than those describing the magnetospheric plasma.

TABLE III.

Warm/Hot

0.1 to 1.0

Electrons(cm )

0.1

0.01 to 0.05

T e (eV)

100

1000

+

Ions(cm )

O

T i (eV)

850

Drift velocity
(km/s)

H+
30000

200

2) Worst Case environment
a) At the orbit of Ganymede
In Figure 1 we show 4 electrons spectra that have been
considered as representative of worst case charging
environments in the present study. Note that the X-axis
corresponds to energies down to 1eV. Those include
Maxwellian and Kappa auroral electrons distributions as
defined in [1,2], named here JUICE Auroral Maxwellian WC1
and JUICE Auroral Kappa WC. As mentioned in the
introduction such distributions have been derived fro m indirect
estimates of auroral electrons fluxes related to the main Jupiter
auroral oval. Other potentially active regions (Jupiter high
latitudes, Ganymede magnetosphere, etc..) related to the
generation of particles with similar energies are not considered
here. Although there is a clear lack of data in this area such
models represent to date our best estimates for surface charging
purposes at Jupiter. In the present study, when carrying
simulations with SPIS we make only use of Maxwellian

AT 16RJ (GANYMEDE’ S ORBIT)

1 to 6.9 a

Warm/Hot

-3

Plasma Parame te rs
Electrons(cm-3)

From [9]

AT 29RJ (CALLIST O’ S ORBIT)
Cold

-3

Most of our knowledge on the plasma conditions in the middle
magnetosphere relies on in situ data (both particles, and
waves instruments) acquired during Voyager and Galileo
missions. Those data have been extensively exp loited over the
past decades and continue to provide insights into the plasma
parameters values. The environ ments parameters gathered in
Tables I, II, and III have been derived fro m a nu mber of
references, including a screening of the GIRE model,
environment reviews as such provided in [10], and useful
references as e.g. [5, 6, 9].
Last but not least, although the plasma populations include
mu ltip le ions species besides protons (basically O+, O2+, S+ ,
S2+, C+ , Na+ ions) we have most of the time and for practical
purposes in carrying simu lations with SPIS, reduced the cold
ions population to a single species, with an average mass
computed fro m density weighted ions masses. In the case of
Ganymede th is comes to an average mass very close to that of
Nitrogen (13.9amu), wh ich is used as a pro xy, while at Europa
and Callisto’s orbits, atomic Oxygen is used.

Cold

From [1]

Plasma Parame te rs

1) At the moons’ orbits in Jupiter Magnetosphere

TABLE I.

From [1]
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models to represent the auroral electrons populations (noted
WC1 and WC2 in Figure 1 legend). The WC2 spectra
corresponds to the WC1 spectra with a cold plasma density
reduced by one order of magnitude, as reported in Table IV.

6

5

Counts/cm2/s

One can note that the Kappa spectra presents a larger rat io of
the low to high energy parts co mpared to the Maxwellian
spectra. Also, the integrated distribution yields a current
density of 6nA/cm2 , about 25 times larger than the input
current resulting fro m the Maxwellian model. Hence such
models describe different physical situations.

0
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Fig. 1. Worst case electron environments used in the present study.
TABLE IV.

WORST CASE AT 16RJ (GANYMEDE’ S ORBIT)
Plasma Parame te rs

Electrons(cm-3)
T e (eV)
-3

Ions(cm )
T i (eV)
Drift
(km/s)

velocity

Cold

Warm

Hot

0.8 to 6.9 a

1.024

0.57

15 a to 80

1000

25000

+

N (avg amu =
13.9)

H

15 a to 350

30000

9.35

9.45

9.55

Jupiter Radii

9.65

9.75

9.85

9.95

In contrast, the plasma environment around Jupiter is highly
variable with frequent injections of hot plasma at all
longitudes. The detection of 100 such plasma inject ions is
reported e.g. in [15] based on Galileo EPD data in the energy
range 15keV – 880keV, peaking at ~12RJ but observed
mainly between 10 and 20RJ. The t imescale of those features
was about ~10h within which azimuthally drifting and rad ially
inward directed energetic plasma flo w signatures could be
observed.

0

10

10

9.25

The average flu xes that we derived fro m those count rates
where 2.6x107 cm-2 .s -1 in the E0 channel and 1.4x107 cm-2 .s -1
in the E1 channel. Such flu xes (even considering the h ighest
values) actual correspond to very low local densities : about
103 smaller than that of the warm populations presented in
Table II (while their velocities are only about 10 times larger).

5

10

10

9.15

Fig. 2. Galileo/EPD E0 [15 to 29keV] channel average data at distances
close to Europa’s orbit in the equatorial plasma sheet. At each positions
median values are in red, the blue box edges are the 25 th and 75 th percentile,
whiskers are extreme values and red crosses are outliers.
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Last but not least, we performed comparat ive runs using the
ECSS Worst Case spectra for GEO orb its, shown in Figure 1
(pink curve). Note that the JUICE worst case environments
shown in Figure 1 include cold plasma components.
10

E0 channel (15-29keV)

10

x 10

Those injections which are very localized events however
present at all longitudes, roughly correspond to enhancements
of the integrated electron and ion flu x by factors of about 3
and 8 respectively. Assuming a conservative factor of 10 and
quasi-neutrality (as actually obtained in [17] at Europa’s
orbit), this would correspond to mean flu xes of 2 to 6x108 cm2 -1
.s , actually in accordance with [16] and [17]. Ho wever
considering such enhancements do not result is sufficient
flu xes to cause surface charging concerns at Europa’s orbit.
Moreover at energies relevant for radiat ion induced
conductivities, such increased flu xes can play in favour of a
reduced amount of charge accumulation.

+

158km/s

b) At the orbit of Europa
In order to co mp lement the plasma model presented in Table
II at high energies we have checked Galileo/EPD electrons
data (E0 and E1 channels, record mode, 10 minutes average)
at Europa’s orbit over the whole mission duration (1996 to
2003). E0 and E1 channels respectively cover the 15 to 29keV
and 29 to 42keV energy ranges. Figures 2 shows the average
values and variability of the count rates corresponding to the
E0 channel.

Therefore there is up to now not clear evidence of a worst case
situation at Europa. However we can note that Galileo/ EPD
(real time) data still need to be scrutinized in search of worst
case scenarios for spacecraft charging purposes (ongoing
work).
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SPACECRAFT M ODEL IN SPIS

Part of our analysis relies on simulations carried out using the
Spacecraft Plas ma Interaction Software (SPIS). The
simulations are mostly carried out in Part icle-In-Cell mode,
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the spacecraft surfaces
and Fourier boundary conditions at the outer plasma boundary.
A. Geometry assumptions
A simplified JUICE spacecraft model has been defined for the
overall surface charging levels estimation, based on the main
following elements:
- a High Gain Antenna (2.5m diameter)
- 2x5 solar panels (total surface area close to 100m2 )
- conductive spacecraft body including radiators surfaces
- a magnetometer boom and radio wave instrument booms
- particle instruments
Such geometry is shown in Figures 3 and 4. Materials
characteristics are obviously of critical importance, and the
response of a variety of materials of interest can be investigated
by simulation. In the present work we however focus on
understanding the average charging levels obtained in each
environment, comparing our estimates when using Aluminu m
and Indium Tin Oxide as external surface materials.

Fig. 5. JUICE simulation volume with surface mesh elements shown

B. Spacecraft orientation
As an examp le the simulation volu me and spacecraft are shown
in Figure 6 for an given orientation of the Solar Panels and
plasma flow (Sun flu x and corotating flow both perpendicular
to the Solar panels plane).

Fig. 3. Top view of JUICE geometry model with Solar panels, High Gains
Antenna, MAG boom and 2 RPWI antennae.

Fig. 6. Simulation volume and spacecraft orientation as defined in the
present sutdy

Fig. 4. Front view of JUICE geometry model.

In Figure 5 one can observe the mesh boundaries associated
with the geo metric model, which extends along one direction
in order to allow for an analysis of the wake structure. The
mesh resolution varies depending on the Debye length but the
volume generally contains about 250000 mesh elements
(tetrahedrons), due to the presence of s mall cells at the
spacecraft surface.
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CHARGING AT T HE M OONS ORBIT S

Given the range of parameters presented in Tables I, II and III,
the spacecraft body potentials obtained in sunlight and in full
PIC modes with SPIS respectively reach -30V to -10V at
Europa’s orbit, -5V to 2V at Ganymede’s orbit, and 6 to 10V
at Callisto’s orbit. In all cases we observe the formation of a
substantial wake (see Figures 7 and 8) which will affect the
trajectory of low energy particles.

Fig. 7. plasma potentials distribution in a median plane of the simulation
volume containing the JUICE platform, at Europa’s orbit in sunlight. Plasma
and Sun fluxes flow towards +X.

Figures 7 and 8 hereafter show plasma potentials distribution
in a median plane of the simulation volu me containing the
JUICE p latform, respectively at Europa’s and Gany mede’s
orbits in sunlight. In Eu ropa’s case (Figure 7) both plasma and
Sun flu xes flow towards +X, wh ile in Ganymede’s case they
both flow towards –Z. In both cases an ion wake is forming
downstream of the spacecraft (the ratios of the ions thermal to
drift ing velocities are respectively about 8 and 13). Signatures
of those flow perturbations are clearly v isible in the plas ma
potentials, with double peaked profiles corresponding to the
flow obstructions by the large Solar panels generated wake
several meters downstream of the spacecraft in both cases (not
shown here). In the case of Gany mede’s orbit, the wake
signature is weaker with a relative depth (with respect to the
spacecraft potential) vary ing fro m 0.2V to 2V while in the
case of Eu ropa’s orbit, the minimu m wake potential can easily
reach 2 to 5V d ifference with respect to the spacecraft
potential.

Fig. 8. plasma potentials distribution in a median plane of the simulation
volume containing the JUICE platform, at Ganymede’s orbit in sunlight.
Plasma and Sun fluxes flow towards +Z

V.

W ORST CASE CHARGING AT GANYMEDE’S ORBIT

We have estimated surface charging levels in the worst case
environments WC1 and WC2 as defined in section II.B, as well
as (for comparison) in the ECSS Bi-Maxwellian GEO Worst
case environment. The charging currents associated with the
main plasma populations considered are shown in Table V.

SPIS outputs can be used for a fu ll analysis of wakes
formation and structures. We briefly mention here a few
points. One can observe that at Gany mede’s orbit the plas ma
Debye length is o f the o rder of the spacecraft d imension L
(say λ d / L ~ 1), and the spacecraft potential is generally
smaller than one third of the thermal ions energy. Therefore
we expect and indeed observe that the negative surface
potential of the S/C will not significantly affect the cold ion
trajectories. At Europa, λ d / L ~ 0.1 and the spacecraft
potential is generally of the same order than the thermal ions
energy, which means that the cold particles trajectories will be
perturbed in the first few meters around the spacecraft,
requiring further analysis in terms of plasma instruments
accommodation and performances.

TABLE V.

MAIN CHARGING CURRENTS

Population

Charging
curre nts

Charging
curre nts

( nA/cm )
WC1

( nA/cm )
Kappa mode l

Background Ele ctrons (Cold +
Kappa)

0.04 + 0.07

0.04 + 0.07

Background Ions (assume s
drifting)

0.017

0.017

Auroral e le ctrons

0.24

6.00 *

Photoemission current (for ITO )

0.08

0.08

-2

-2

* HB Garrett inputs

We carried out comparative estimates of the surface charging
levels by using 1) a thick sheath approximation 2) the 1D
EQUIPOT code[10], and 3) SPIS in full PIC mode on a fully
conductive spacecraft. We take as reference estimates
published in [1] and [2], assuming that an oxidized Alu minu m
spacecraft was considered. The results are gathered in Table VI
below.
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TABLE VI.

JUICE W ORST CASE SURFACE P OTENTIALS

JUICE
Maxwe llian
WC1

JUICE
Maxwe llian
WC2

JUICE
Kappa
WC

ECSS
GEO
BiMax
WC

Thick
she ath
mode l
Alox

[-3100 to
-8300] a

[-36300 to
-68000] a

[-2315
to
-7703]a

N/A

Thick
she ath
mode l
Re f. [1]

-2212

N/A

-1934
to
-4834

N/A

EQ UIPO T
(1D) Alox

-18400 to
-3940 b

-90000
to
-42000 b

>0 (for
any ion
density)

[-9100
to 14900]a

SPIS Alox
(Al)

-3900 to -9300

-6100 to -16800
(max -33000)

N/A

-16400

(max -20015)
-13000 to
-2900 b

-70000
to -29500 b

>0 (for
any ion
density)

2.74 to
0.6

-2600 to -5500

-4000 to -11300

N/A

-37

EQ UIPO T
(1D) ITO
SPIS ITO

For all methods except SPIS, we indicate a range of values
(e.g. fro m -3100V to -8300V in the case of Aluminu m in
JUICE W C1 environment). Such range corresponds to the
variability of equilibriu m potentials obtained for a range of
secondary emission characteristics (especially y ields) applied
to each materials. Th is illustrates how sensitive the results are
to secondary emission.

a.

b.

As can be seen equilibriu m potentials are respectively in the
range of -3.1kV to -8.3keV (WC1) and -2.3kV to -7.7kV
(Kappa) which is in agreement with the potentials obtained in
[1]. We note that potentials published in [1] correspond to a
spherical geometry, resulting in lower values than the
potentials in a planar geo metry, corresponding our values.
However, assuming similar environments in input, further
discrepancies can be expected due for instance to differences in
models of secondary emission and approximations made in our
analytical model.
Eventually, the drifting ion velocity as well as the current
contribution due to the warm plasma component (and
associated secondary emission yield) are also taken into
account. This latter component actually has a significant
influence on the equilibriu m potential (as will be d iscussed in
section VI).
B. EQUIPOT estimatess
EQUIPOT code available on the SPENVIS online p latform
[13] allo ws a fast first order estimate of surface charging
levels, by solving the current balance equation either in thin
(LEO orbits type) or the thick (GEO orbit types) sheath
approximat ions in spherical geometry. Secondary emission due
to electrons and protons are included, using various models for
the former (namely Burke, Whipple-Dionne, Sims, and Kat z
models).

Range of values
corresponding to the
variability resulting from
secondary emission models

Adjusted cold ions density to
account for drift

A. Thick Sheath Approximation
A thick sheath approach is appropriate at 16Rj since the Debye
Length in the environments considered (typically about 20m in
WC1 environment and 40m in WC2 environ ment) is
comparable or larger than the spacecraft dimensions.

The surface potential is very sensitive to the collected ion
current and EQUIPOT does not allow to properly deal with
drifting species at Jupiter, the ion current being primarily
computed from the ions thermal speed, collected over the
sphere’s surface. For this reason we have indicated EQUIPOT
results in shadowed areas. We noted that neglecting this effect
actually leads to an ambient current density lowered by a factor
of 10 compared with the analytical case, which is somehow
compensated by a factor of 4 due to the differences in
collection cross section, when geometrically accounting for the
plasma drift velocity. As a result, we tried to catch the effects
of the corresponding collected current by artificially increasing
the flu x of the thermal ion population at the s/c surfaces. The
results indicated in Table V are for 1) no density enhancement
included and 2) ad hoc density enhancement. The latter (e.g. 3940V for Al) actually provides a lower limit of the surface
potential and a range of values in reasonably good agreement
with results obtained using our thick sheath approximation.
Using an ITO coated surface together with the corrected ion
current reduces the charging level by about 25% with respect
to oxidized Aluminum (-2900V).

We have used a (planar) thick sheath model in order to
estimate the charging currents to the s/c and solve the charge
balance equation in a way similar to that described in [1].
Secondary emission of electrons due to both ions and electrons
are accounted for (see e.g. [8] and [9] for expressions of the
secondary currents), however in a simplified way, by assuming
constant values of the yields in given energy ranges [0-2keV,
2keV to 4keV, and > 4keV]. Both Maxwellian and Kappa
distributions have been considered assuming a negatively
charged spacecraft. In the latter case, the collected current have
been derived by integrating the Kappa distribution function for
energies larger than the s/c potential.
As can be seen in Table VI, we obtain equilibriu m potentials
comparable to that obtained by [1] for an Alu miniu m
spacecraft for WC1 and Kappa models. In the WC2
environment, where the background plasma density is reduced
by a factor 10, we obtain charging levels an order of magnitude
larger than in the WC1 case.

Also, we note that when using an electron Kappa distribution
such as that defined in Figure 1 (JUICE Kappa), we do obtain
slightly positive potentials for any ion density and any type of
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secondary emission model used in EQUIPOT, which is in
disagreement with our analytical estimates and that published
in [1]. The reason for this still needs to be understood, but
might deal with the way EQUIPOT comb ines (in this case)
tabulated distributions with the Maxwellian cold populations
models wh ich are mandatory inputs, as well as the associated
computation of secondary currents.

Both geometrical effects on the current collections and
differences in secondary emission currents actually modelled in
PIC can possibly responsible for such gaps. This aspects still
need to be investigated to be fully understood.
In any case one can see than absolute charging levels are
significantly lower (by up to factor of 2) in the case of an ITO
spacecraft, compared with oxidized Aluminum.

Eventually, we have estimated the surface charging levels of
the spacecraft using the ECSS GEO Worst Case environment.
As can be seen the range of values are lying in between those
derived for our 2 Maxwellian worst cases WC1 and WC2 at
Jupiter in the case of Alu minum, while in the case of an ITO
coated spacecraft the charging levels are very efficiently
mitigated and reduced to values (comparatively) very close to
0.

Figures 9 and 10 show outputs from SPIS (full PIC)
simulations of JUICE surface potentials when the Solar Panels
front surfaces are MgF2 coated coverglass, in the WC2
scenario, for Solar arrays orientations perpendicular and
parallel to the plasma flow on the one hand (differential
charging, Figure 9), and with varying illu mination conditions
(sunlight or shadow), on the other hand (continuous or dashed
lines, Figure 10). The time indicated on the X-axis is a
simulation t ime, related to the physical time by a ratio of about
30. The actual charging time up to the equilibriu m values is a
few minutes.

C. SPIS simulations
We have used SPIS with a 3D model of the JUICE spacecraft
in order to perform the same estimates. Due to the large area
and geometry of the Solar Panels the spacecraft model is
actually closer to a planar collecting object than to a sphere.
When comparing charging levels this will lead to differences in
collected currents as derived from thick sheath approximation,
basically related to the ratio of the sheath sizes and to the
sphere radius, as shown in the following expression :
Jsphere/Jplane = rs 2 .ln(1+S/rs)/S2

As can be seen on Figure 10 the absolute charging levels of the
spacecraft are reduced by about 40% when using coverglass
while a significant inverted potential gradient situation is seen
to develop up to the conservative ECSS threshold of 100V,
reached in about 50 seconds. The absolute charging is further
reduced to -5kV in sunlight but the differential charging
dynamic is similar. When the spacecraft solar panels are not in
direct view of the plasma flow the differential charging is
reduced by 40% as illustrated in Figure 9, which results fro m
the shielding of a significant part of the ions flux fro m the
spacecraft conductive parts when the Solar Panels are
perpendicular to the flow.

(1)

where rs is the sphere radius and S is the sheath thickness. The
sheath thickness is actually not easy to estimate in the worst
case scenario because the charging is strongly influenced by
the energetic electrons populations at 25keV, hence the actual
sheath is much larger than the a few times the Debye Length.
In any case assuming a Debye Length of 20m the collected
current in the spherical case is at least 50 times larger than in
the planar case, which is actually observed our simulations
(e.g. factor of about 300 for the electrons current in WC2
environment between EQUIPOT and SPIS) .

3000
Solar Cells Coverglass -Chassis (ITO) - Plasma flow parallel to SP plane
Solar Cells Coverglass -Chassis (ITO) - Plasma flow perpendicular to SP plane

Differential potential (V)

2500

Importantly, the 3D model in SPIS comb ined with a PIC
simulation allows to realistically account for the effects of the
geometry on the ions collection, e.g., any shadowing of the
ions flow by the spacecraft Solar Panels (wake formation). As
the resulting surface potential is very sensitive to the actual ion
collected current, this effect can strongly influence the
equilibriu m value of the potential. In our case, we can observe
a rather good agreement between SPIS and EQUIPOT in worst
case GEO environment with a somehow slightly higher
absolute potential (5%) in the case of SPIS. In this case the
relative velocity of the plasma with respect to the spacecraft is
a factor of 10 lower than in JUICE environment.

2000

1500

1000

500

0

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Time (s)

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

Fig. 9. Variation of the differential potentials between the coverglass and
spacecraft ground as a function of the solar panels orientation with respect to
the plasma flow.

Co mparatively, d iscrepancies between SPIS and EQUIPOT for
JUICE WC1 and WC2 scenarios are more pronounced.
Generally, SPIS estimates fall within the range of potentials
obtained with EQUIPOT for both oxid ized A lu minu m and ITO
in the WC1 environment. In the WC2 environ ment, EQUIPOT
estimates are a factor of 5 larger than SPIS values. In this case
though, the energy of the cold ions is 350eV, which
corresponds to about one third of the plasma drifting velocity.
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spacecraft in JUICE environ ment. Basically, we see that we
can expect the platform to charge to values between -2kV and
-10kV. Such values are still look surprisingly large co mpared
those obtained in GEO environ ment for an ITO coated
spacecraft.

0
S/C Body - ITO
SP coverglass
SP backside ITO
S/C Body - ITO in Sunlight
SP coverglass - ITO in Sunlight

Averaged surface potential (V)

-1000

-2000

-3000

-4000

TABLE VII.

SENSITIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT

-5000

Plasma Parame te rs

-6000

-7000

Cold/Warm
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Simulation Time (s)

7000

8000

9000

10000

Fig. 10. Surface potentials of JUICE spacecraft IT O body (red and black) and
solar panels coverglass (blue) in sunlight (dashed lines) and shadow
(continuous lines).

D. Sensitivity of results to environmental parameters
As stated in the introduction Jupiter’s charging environment
definit ion is entailed with significant uncertainties, hence the
need to study how some variability in the environ mental
parameters affects our charging estimates. In table VII the
charging levels of a fully conductive ITO coated JUICE
spacecraft are shown for a few d ifferent test cases. It is
necessary to mention that a full exp loration of the parameter
space would be required to confirm the observed tendencies.
Fro m the light to dark greyed cells we have : (a) WC1
environment, (b) W C1 environ ment with a reduced cold
plasma density and increased temperature, (c) WC1
environment with an auroral Maxwellian d istribution peaking
at 35keV, (d) W C1 environment without background warm
population, and (e) WC1 environ ment with an increased hot
protons population density (and neutral hot plasma
component).

increasing the hot electron mean energy do result in
larger absolute negative potentials

-

increasing the warm protons flu x do results in smaller
absolute negative potentials

Ni=Ne
(cm-3)

6.9/1.024

0.57/0.341

T e (eV)

15/1000

25000/30000

Ni=Ne
(cm-3)

0.2/1.024

0.57/0.341

T e (eV)

200/1000

25000/30000

Ni=Ne
(cm-3)

6.9/1.024

0.57/0.341

T e (eV)

15/1000

35000/30000

Ni=Ne
(cm-3)

6.9/0.0

0.57/0.341

T e (eV)

15/N/A

25000/30000

Ni=Ne
(cm-3)

6.9/1.024

0.57/0.57

T e (eV)

15/1000

25000/30000

VI.

SPIS ITO
S/C potential
(V)

Va = -5523

Vb = -11896

Vc = -10409

Vd = -5312V

Ve = -2628V

COMPARISON OF GEO AND JUICE CHARGING
ENVIRONMENT S

As observed in Table VI fro m both SPIS and EQUIPOT
results, an ITO coated spacecraft will charge significantly in
JUICE worst case environments (down to ~-10kV), as
compared with a GEO spacecraft, which suggest that JUICE
worst case environments (as defined in this study) can result in
larger absolute charging levels than the ECSS GEO worst case
environment.

Interestingly, one can notice that:
reducing the cold plasma density(a) or varying the
peak energy of the Maxwellian d istribution by 10keV
(c) results in an increase of the absolute surface
potential by a factor of 2.
increasing the hot protons population density to the
same value as that of the hot electrons (e) decreases
the absolute surface potential by a factor of 2.
Moreover, fro m further runs not reported here we also observe
that :
reducing further the cold plasma density do not result
in more negative equilibrium potential values
-

Hot

Figure 11 below illustrates that fact by showing evolutions of
the surface potentials of ITO (black and green curves) and
pure Alu minum (red and p ink curves) “generic” spacecrafts
(not JUICE geometry), in shadow, using MgF2 coated
coverglass on the Solar panels (blue curves pairing with
colored on the plot), when subjects to both environments (NB
: t imescale on the X axis is not physical). While the difference
between the red and green curves show how efficient ITO
mitigates surface charging in GEO environment (potentials in
the range of -10V with ITO against -9kV with Al, that is a
factor of 1000), the difference between the black and pink
curves show that this efficiency comparat ively much reduced
(a factor of 10) in JUICE worst case environment (WC2 in
this case).
Additionally, however, one can also see that the differential
charging between the coverglass and spacecraft ground seems
more severe in shadow ECSS GEO worse case environment

This series of test gives an indication of the range of worst
case surface charging values for the case of an ITO coated
F.Cipriani, D. Rodgers, and A. Hilgers are with the European Space
Agency, Keplerlaan 1, 2201AZ Noordwijk, T he Netherlands (e-mail:
fabric.cipriani@esa.int)
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both the ECSS and NASA thresholds for ESDs in a matter
minutes. In practice, a full characterization of the ESD risk
with JUICE solar cells in LILT conditions is needed. Most
importantly, in terms of platform surface charging risk
analysis, the next step is to include the effects of the low
operation temperature on the conductivity of the surface
materials, and the variation of the radiation induced
conductivity with radiation effects, in order to perform more
realistic simulations.

than in JUICE worst case environment (e.g. 3kV at
equilibriu m against 1kV for an Alu minum spacecraft). One
can extrapolate that the effect will be even more severe in the
presence of sunlight, since the photon flu x at Earth is about 25
times the flux at Jupiter.

5

Absolute Averaged surface potential (V)

10
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ESA JUICE Mission
• Payload selection (2013)
• End of phase A/B1 (2014)
• Current launch in 2022
• Arrival in 2030

 3 years in Jupiter Magnetosphere
(2 Europa flybys, 9 Callisto flybys,
282 days Ganymede
2
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JUICE tour summary

Equatorial phase # 1
1.

01/2030 - Jupiter orbit insertion

Jupiter tour
1.

Transfer to Callisto (11 months)

2.

Europa phase: 2 Europa and 3 Callisto flybys
(1 month)

3.

Jupiter High Latitude Phase: 9 Callisto flybys
(9 months)

4.

Transfer to Ganymede (11 months)

5.

09/2032 – Ganymede orbit insertion

Ganymede tour
1.

Elliptical and high altitude circular phases (5
months)

2.

Medium altitude (500 km) circular orbit (3
months)

3.

Low altitude (200 km) circular orbit (1 month)

(26%)

13 – 243RJ  11-41RJ
Europa flybys

(3%)

9-40RJ
Jup High Latitude Phase &
Callisto
(22%)
30°/ 14 – 43 RJ
Equatorial phase # 2

(26%)

Ganymede

(23%)

~16RJ

Most of the mission between 9-50RJ (hot tenuous
plasma 0.1cm-3 to relatively cold and dense
~100cm-3)
ESA UNCLASSIFIED – For Official Use
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Jupiter magnetosphere (LASP, U Colorado)

Tangential co-rotation
velocity :
158km/s @ Ganymede
118km/s @ Europa
4

Saur et al. , A&A,2002
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Charging Environment Definition
• Data
Y from previous missions (Pioneer, Voyager, Galileo, Ulysses ..)
• Models : reference GIRE (includes cold and intermediate plasma) (JOSE for radiation in Europe)
• Still large uncertainties, lots of unknowns (variability, worst case scenarios)
Europa

Ganymede

Callisto

9Rj

Ne ~ 100cm-3
Te ~ 20-60eV

16Rj

Ne ~ 1cm-3
Te ~ 15-80eV

29Rj

Ne ~ 0.1cm-3
Te ~ 100eV

Warm populations (see paper
#177, ongoing work)

5

Worst Case Charging 13Rj to 30Rj :
auroral populations
Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference 2014 - 177 Viewgraph

Mauk et al, 1999

Work by Garrett et al, 2008, 2012
Model of energetic electrons spectra
based on :
- Inversion of optical observations
(IR/UV)
- extrapolated downto GIRE warm
population
- ‘Calibration’ using Galileo/EPD
6

Worst Case Charging
Environment 15Rj – 30Rj
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JUICE Auroral Maxwellian WC
JUICE Auroral Kappa WC
ECSS Bi-Maxwellian GEO WC
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• Kappa vs Maxwellian  huge difference in current input + high energy
7
• JUICE vs GEO different ratios of warm to hot components

Worst Case Environment at
Ganymede’s orbit (16Rj)
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JUICE Spacecraft model

Large area Solar Arrays ~100m2
JGO

Conductive coating
OR
Coverglass
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SPIS Simulations
~160 m

• Up to 250000 tetrahedrons in volume
• 0.03m up to 1.0m on the S/C depending on the Debye
Length
• Full PIC for ions and electrons (107 particles)
• Includes booms, antennae, particle instruments for
electrostatic cleanliness investigations
• s/c attitude wrt plasma flow and Sun

PEP/JEI
10

Charging in the Magnetosphere at
the Moons orbits
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9Rj (Europa)

16Rj (Ganymede)

Sunlight (V)

Shadow (V)

Debye Length (m)

-30 to -10

-48 to -21

3

16Rj

-5 to 2

-7 to 0

20-40

29Rj

6 to 10

3 to 7

235

9Rj

ITO coated s/c body, Solar Panels with coverglass
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Worst Case charging
JUICE
Maxwellian
WC1

JUICE
Maxwellian
WC2

JUICE Kappa
WC

ECSS GEO
BiMax WC

Thick sheath model
Al

[-3100 to
-8300]a

[-36300 to
-68000]a

[-2315 to
-7703]a

N/A

Thick sheath model
Ref. [1]

-2212

N/A

-1934 to
-4834

N/A

[-18400 to
-23800]a to
-5200c

-100000
to
-48000b

>0 (for any ion
density)

[-9100 to -14900]a

SPIS Alox
(Al)

-4000 to -9300
(max -20015)

- to -16800
(max -33000)

N/A

-16400

EQUIPOT (1D) ITO

-13000 to
-2900c

-70000
to -29500c

>0 (for any ion
density)

2.74 to 0.6

SPIS ITO

-2600 to -5500

to -11300

N/A

-37

EQUIPOT (1D) Al

Current balance (main) : Hot electrons = Secondaries from electrons and protons (+ cold and warm ions)
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Worst Case charging
JUICE
Maxwellian
WC1

JUICE
Maxwellian
WC2

JUICE Kappa
WC

ECSS GEO
BiMax WC

Thick sheath model
Al

[-3100 to
-8300]a

[-36300 to
-68000]a

[-2315 to
-7703]a

N/A

Thick sheath model
Ref. [1]

-2212

N/A

-1934 to
-4834

N/A

[-18400 to
-23800]a to
-5200c

-100000
to
-48000b

>0 (for any ion
density)

[-9100 to -14900]a

SPIS Alox
(Al)

-4000 to -9300
(max -20015)

- to -16800
(max -33000)

N/A

-16400

EQUIPOT (1D) ITO

-13000 to
-2900c

-70000
to -29500c

>0 (for any ion
density)

2.74 to 0.6

SPIS ITO

-2600 to -5500

to -11300

N/A

-37

EQUIPOT (1D) Al

Current balance (main) : Hot electrons = Secondaries from electrons and protons (+ cold and warm ions)
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Worst Case charging
JUICE
Maxwellian
WC1

JUICE
Maxwellian
WC2

JUICE Kappa
WC

ECSS GEO
BiMax WC

Thick sheath model
Al

[-3100 to
-8300]a

[-36300 to
-68000]a

[-2315 to
-7703]a

N/A

Thick sheath model
Ref. [1]

-2212

N/A

-1934 to
-4834

N/A

[-18400 to
-23800]a to
-5200c

-100000
to
-48000b

>0 (for any ion
density)

[-9100 to -14900]a

SPIS Alox
(Al)

-4000 to -9300
(max -20015)

- to -16800
(max -33000)

N/A

-16400

EQUIPOT (1D) ITO

-13000 to
-2900c

-70000
to -29500c

>0 (for any ion
density)

2.74 to 0.6

SPIS ITO

-2600 to -5500

to -11300

N/A

-37

EQUIPOT (1D) Al

Current balance (main) : Hot electrons = Secondaries from electrons and protons (+ cold and warm ions)
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Worst Case charging
JUICE
Maxwellian
WC1

JUICE
Maxwellian
WC2

JUICE Kappa
WC

ECSS GEO
BiMax WC

Thick sheath model
Al

[-3100 to
-8300]a

[-36300 to
-68000]a

[-2315 to
-7703]a

N/A

Thick sheath model
Ref. [1]

-2212

N/A

-1934 to
-4834

N/A

[-18400 to
-23800]a to
-5200c

-100000
to
-48000b

>0 (for any ion
density)

[-9100 to -14900]a

SPIS Alox
(Al)

-3900 to -9300
(max -20015)

-6100 to -16800
(max -33000)

N/A

-16400

EQUIPOT (1D) ITO

-13000 to
-2900c

-70000
to -29500c

>0 (for any ion
density)

2.74 to 0.6

SPIS ITO

-2600 to -5500

-4000 to -11300

N/A

-37

EQUIPOT (1D) Al

Current balance (main) : Hot electrons = Secondaries from electrons and protons (+ cold and warm ions)
 Reasonable agreement between analytical methods
 SPIS estimates indicate larger negative potentials
(geometry effects, secondary emission)
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Differential charging – ESD risk
3000

Inverted potential gradient in ~50s
(ECSS threshold) or minutes (NASA)
ESD rate at Jupiter ? 3xEarth (GEO) ?
WARNING : needed characterization of solar
cells degradation in LILT conditions
Non conductive panels facing the flow is a
800s
worst case

Solar Cells Coverglass -Chassis (ITO) - Plasma flow parallel to SP plane
Solar Cells Coverglass -Chassis (ITO) - Plasma flow perpendicular to SP plane

Differential potential (V)
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Sunlight
Sunlight does not increase the
differential charging at Jupiter
Shadow
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Sensitivity to environment parameters

1. Tenfold decrease in cold plasma density (a) OR
50% increase in hot electrons peak energy (c)
results in an increase of the absolute surface
potential by a factor of 2.
2. 50% increase of the hot protons population
density decreases the absolute surface potential by
a factor of 2.

Plasma Parameters

Cold/Background

Ni=Ne (cm-3)

6.9/0.4232

Te (eV)

15/475

Ni=Ne (cm-3)

0.2/0.4232

SPIS ITO
S/C
potential (V)

Warm

0.57/0.341
Va = -5523
25000/30000
0.57/0.341
Vb = -11896

Te (eV)

200/475

25000/30000

Ni=Ne (cm-3)

6.9/0.4232

Te (eV)

15/475

35000/30000

Ni=Ne (cm-3)

6.9/0.0

0.57/0.341

Te (eV)

15/N/A

25000/30000

Ni=Ne (cm-3)

6.9/0.4232

Te (eV)

15/475

0.57/0.341
Vc = -10409

Vd = -5312V

Can we trust our worst case charging
values within a factor of 2 ?

0.57/0.57
Ve = -2628V
25000/30000

More work needed …
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ECSS GEO vs JUICE Worst Cases
5
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• Larger absolute charging levels in JUICE environment than in GEO (30% with Al, 100 times with ITO)
• Differential charging more severe in GEO environment
• ITO less efficient at mitigating charging in JUICE environment than in GEO
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Summary and Conclusion

1. Estimates generally indicates larger charging levels compared with previous
work at Jupiter / in agreement when using similar method
2. kV surface charging levels can occur in JUICE environment, possibly leading
to ESDs on non conductive surfaces (e.g. risk in solar panels)  strong
impact on solar panels design
3. Differences with GEO Worst Case : optimization possible using appropriate
materials
Further work is needed to :
1. improve / refine our charging environment definition (kappa, variability and
worst case scenarios e.g. at Europa)
2. include low temperature effects on materials surface and bulk conductivity
3. Improve models of RIC (temp, surface electric field)

 Assessment of Electrostatic cleanliness for payloads using SPIS (e.g.
see SolO presentation)
 Internal charging !!!
19
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Thanks !
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